Vision Destiny 2019 7
I will share my 2018 journals that will include:
What God did and say in 2018?
What does that mean for 2019?
What does God want to reveal and unveil to us 2019?
What does God want us to do and where does He want to take us in 2019?
Please don’t believe anything I say just because I say it
If you resonate with anything I say in your spirit or if you object strongly to anything I share take it
back to God and openly ask Him to give you direct revelation
I can only share information about my revelation that has come through my personal encounters
and experience
Only by engaging God yourselves can you have revelation not information
We all need to know the truth
Love is my plumb line for truth
God said to me “if it is not unconditional love, it is not Me.
“If it is love, it is Me and love must be unconditional and otherly, otherwise it is not love at all”
Don't tell people how lost they are
Show them how loved they are!
Son, the main task is still to raise up and equip the Joshua Generation.
The reality of true relationship must be affirmed even if many people are offended as without it
there can be no true sonship.
You have now laid a foundation of intimacy free from restrictions which can become a platform for
the administration of the restoration of all things.
I have laid a true foundation that can carry the weight of all mankind so all can become fully mature
sons of God.
The ages to come are to be times of wonder and awe where I will take My sons on a amazing
journey of creative discovery.
Knowing the depth, height, breath and length multidimensionally of My love is what this age is
designed to accomplish.
There are twelve ages of man and twelve ages within each age. All are opportunities to become
mature sons in relationship and responsibility.
The ascent of man is a slow process from the created perspective, hindered by the false images of
Me that religion has made.
Revealing just how good I am has not been easy, as all that I do to unveil the truth of love is being
twisted into lies and deception.
I have found that those defending the so-called orthodox position tend to become accusatory
Heretic, blasphemer, deceiver
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Religion had pulled the veils over the eyes of so many, even those who don't believe anything, so
they can't see Me as pure love, only wanting to do good and bring good in everyone and everything.
Even the attempts to show the extent and power of My consuming fiery love to reach beyond the
grave has been twisted into a chamber of horrors, the ‘hell’ illusion and delusion.
Son, I will never give up on even one of those who are My sons as I cannot deny Myself.
Love cannot and will not fail as I will never give up and cannot be denied or resisted forever. Love
wins.
If love does not win all in the end then I cannot be love; but love can never be forced, just
continually demonstrated again and again until it eventually overcomes every obstacle, objection,
excuse and reason.
My love never fails and never gives up and can never be escaped because it is filled with age
enduring grace and mercy.
My grace and mercy will never cease to be a vehicle for love to be expressed and demonstrated
abundantly, lavishly with extreme desire and intent without limits.
If love is limited it is not love at all.
Love must be extreme or it is not love.
Love must seem wasteful and undeserved or it is not love.
Love must be unconditional or it is not love at all
My love cannot be stopped by sin, rejection or death. It has experienced all there is and yet has
conquered and overcome all things so all things can be restored to true love's face to face relational
innocence.
I am is the place to begin relationship, being focused on love.
Let living loved be the focus; so that My children will love living, filled with joy and peace; so that
they can be living as a loving demonstration of My kingdom to a world so desperate for love.
Make living loved, loving living and living loving to be your focus, to emphasise how central this is to
fulfilling destiny.
This is now central to my focus and mandate to unveil the true nature of my heavenly Father as
LOVE
Son, the times and the seasons are shifting and the wheels within wheels within wheels are being
aligned to open the Chancellors' Houses for grace to come out of justice.
Judgment, Justice, Grace, Mercy
Increase in governmental authority will be the result when the sons of God arise to be seated
enthroned and are ready to bring agreement as gateways of heaven into this earth.
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New earthly foundations must be laid and the atmosphere must be cleared so that the everlasting
doors can be opened and the glory of the children of God can be displayed through sonship on earth
as it is in heaven.
Issue the call; re-energise the blue light call for the sons of God to arise and take their places of
responsibility within the tree of life.
Whenever I receive a mandate like the above it becomes part of me and it stirs me to action and
from my spirit declarations and decrees come forth
I call for the light to shine to penetrate the veils of darkness and deception over those under the
coverings of men.
I call for the angelic messengers to go forth with the call to cross over beyond the veil into
inheritance and birthright.
I call for those whose hearts are beginning to ask the question ‘there must be more than this’ to
connect with the blog, YouTube, Engaging God and the book, and rise up and take their places within
the Joshua Generation.
I call for the frequency of sonship to call the sons of God to arise and resonate with their destiny
scroll, to tune into destiny’s call and hear the cry of God's heart.
I call for true love to release the true identity of sons and for their true heavenly positions be
unveiled and revealed.
I call for the scandal that has twisted the character and nature of God to be revealed so that love can
penetrate the religious systems, both Catholic and Protestant.
I call for love to be poured out and love bombs to be exploded to expose the lies that have twisted
the reality of God's true essence and man's full inclusion.
I call for heaven's light to shine, to burn brightly to attract sons like a moth to a flame.
I call for the revolution of the circle of the deep to begin the new season.
Precepts, statutes and laws align to open the ordinances; to align ordinances, mantles and weapons
to open the scrolls; to align scrolls, discoveries and commissioning to the open affairs of the nations,
culture and the treasury house; precepts and precepts bring the beginning and end together in unity
and harmony.
This aligns the circle of deep and enables action to be taken
I call for the 70 to release grace, grace upon grace and greater grace into the earth to facilitate the
times and seasons for the Joshua Generation and the arising of the sons of God.
I call for the Father's heart and mind to cause the voice of Almighty God to resonate in the heavens
and the earth.
I call for the voice of El-Shaddai to sound the heralding call into the wildernesses of man to arise,
cross over the Red Sea and the Jordan into the promised land of sonship.
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Son, this is pure love, harmonious rest, being, the circle of the dance, heart to heart, love's moment;
living in the moment where everything makes total sense is pure joy, bliss, peace; existing in a
moment of purity, cocooned in love's essence, as it was always meant to be,
by being in the moment of love's acceptance, affirmation, approval significance.
Son, focus on the sound from heaven. Connect people to My frequency.
I will increase the intensity in the spirit so give opportunity to engage Me.
I am calling My children to arise and shine. I am releasing My glory, My essence into your
atmosphere give time to soak in it.
The space to engage is key to experiencing the fuller dimensions of sonship within the dual realms
and multi realms of the creation order.
Listen to the call, create opportunities to release the call into the atmosphere for My children to
hear and respond to the new roles of heavenly positions.
Son, send out the call to arms, the call to take up the mantle of Jesus, to build His Ekklesia and make
the manifold wisdom and grace of God known.
Call for heaven's scrolls, for mandates and blueprints for the new order Ekklesia and Embassies of
heaven to be released from the House of Scrolls.
Call for the alignment of the circle of the deep for the new season of grace where the divine ability
of God will empower the courage to answer the call.
I call for the precepts, statutes and laws of God to be aligned so the ordinances of heaven can
converge with the hearts of the amateurs of the new to establish the foundations of heavenly
government.
I call for the forerunners of the Joshua generation to heed the call and be the foundations of the
new order.
I call for the sound of heaven to resound and the 4 angels of transition to herald the beginning of the
new season.
Son, the repositioning of My sons is needed at the end of the old and the beginning of the new
season.
Call for grace; make your case to the 70 as Ambassador for the Joshua Generation for grace, greater
grace and grace upon grace to be aligned.
Without grace, justice cannot be fully manifested and the judgments made will be not be manifested
fully.
Son, administrate the alignment of the houses for grace to begin to manifest to create the boldness
and courage to step out of the shadows of preparation into the light of manifestation.
Son, the 3's and the 7's must come together to accept the mandates that form the blueprints of
heaven as the foundations of relational government.
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Grace will be released in the new season to lay the foundations with the relationship of deep
relational unity of heart, mind and purpose.
These storehouses, once correctly founded, will be ready to receive the harvest of the next united
generation.
These supernatural first fruits will bring 100 to 10's overnight and 1000 to the 100's in the next
wave.
Prepare the foundations of love and the light will shine
as the mountain of the house of the Lord will rise and its
light will go forth in the brightness of its rising.
The first wave will bring in those who have been called out of the institutions and are waiting for the
light of the genuine Ekklesia to arise and shine; the next wave will be the true harvest to come out of
Egypt.
I call for the sound of heaven to herald the call to the forerunners to come boldly in response to the
call to bear the arms of love.
You have permission to travel and engage wherever there are 10 ready to become the foundation of
the new.
Go wherever there are those who have responded to the call and help establish the blueprints of the
heavenly new order Ekklesia.
Son, call for the Winds of Change to usher in a new season of grace that will sweep across your lives
and all that is within your blueprint.
Call for the transformation necessary to facilitate the changes needed for My sons to arise.
Call for the next generation to be summoned to the valley of decision, that the restrictions and
limitations that have been placed on them by religion and the institutional church will be exposed
for the lies and control systems they are
Reveal true grace, reveal true love, reveal the true nature of God as Father and the true lover of
their souls.
Grace will explode as love bombs upon those that you call and target.
Call for the direct mandates for individual calls and for specific people groups and target them with
legislation that will mark them out for grace to manifest around their lives.
Son, let Me show you the extent of My beating heart.
Feel the rhythm of My desire for all creation, feel how My love for everything of the created orders
causes all things to work together for good.
Feel how love wins over and over again because it has always won, as it was settled within My heart
before the fabric of creation was formed and there was only Wisdom and Melchizedek to observe
the offering of Myself upon the foundation stone of the all existence.
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Son, all creation came from the desire of Our heart for unbroken relationship and love so it was
predestined that that love won, love wins and love will always win.
My love as Father for all will never fail and never run out and is the reality from which grace, mercy
and faith exist.
All judgement, justice and kingdom government must be based in love, grace and mercy.
Son, the seasons cycle but love is the foundation upon which all things live and move and exist.
Love is the energy that forms grace which is the vibrating force from which all things are formed.
From your quantum perspective the strings of grace are the building blocks of all existence but love
is beyond even that constant.
Love pulses with the energy of our desire for relationship within the strings of grace; therefore
within the fabric of all creation.
We live in the transcendence that is at the heart of the convergence of all time and space.
Love conquers all, overcomes every obstacle and hindrance, is the arbiter of all choice and decision
and will never give up or fail to be sufficient for all.
Son, love is why the restoration of all things is inevitable; it can be resisted but never overcome.
Love has no boundary within the infinite because I am is love.
Love is the answer to every question, love is the solution to every problem, love is the key to every
lock.
Love cannot be denied or overcome love is pure, love is kind, love is patient, love is tolerant, love
cannot be divided or separated.
Love is, because We are.
Nothing can exist outside of love and therefore nothing can be separated from love.
Son, we reconciled everything to Ourselves through love but We have given the ministry and word of
reconciliation to Our sons.
So it is Our desire that all Our children live loved, love living and live loving.
Son, love is the light that you arise and shine. Love is the frequency that you need to radiate.
Love's essence is light because we are spirit, love and light.
The very fabric of all creation is bonded with love's light; the energy that created all matter is love's
light.
Love's desire was the vibrational cause that effected all light and therefore all matter is the
consequence of love.
Loves true essence is the power and motivation behind all that we feel, think or do.
Son, love is the only way for true restoration to take place, as love was revealed in the redemption
and reconciliation that enables restoration to be possible.
Love's light was manifested before creation itself as the space within which all creation became.
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Love's light was the birthing place and the offering place where the Son gave Himself as the offering
that would ensure that all creation would be restored.
Creation was birthed in face to face innocence therefore can return to face to face innocence as it
had been predestined to do in love.
All fire is an expression of love's light to facilitate the return to face to face innocence; that all that
hinders true relationship will be consumed in the fire of love's light.
Son, legislate for love's light to shine by breathing in the atmosphere of heaven and releasing the
creative light of love into the earth and from there to all the created orders.
Son, the law of love is to legislate love's light to arise and shine through the sons of God who live
loved, love living and live loving.
Living loved is the creative power of sonship and the convergence of time and eternity that restores
the end from the beginning.
Legislate in love with love and through love and the creative light of sonship will be manifested on
earth as it is in Heaven.
In the authority of the law of love:
I call for the sound and frequency of love to creatively surround the sons of God in love's fiery
furnace of preparation.
I call for the purification and refining of the sons of God to release love's pure light
I call for the light of love to shine forth from the sons of God
I call for the arising of the sons of God into their eternal identity position and authority
I call for love's light to explode into the atmosphere to cleanse and restore order
I call for love's light to radiate through the sons of God in redeeming reconciling power
I call for the sons of God to arise and shine with love's restoring power
I call for the precepts, statutes and laws, houses to be aligned for the season of grace so that the
ordinances house will be open and aligned with the mantles and weapons to open the house of
scrolls for the season of grace about to manifest
I call for the circle of the deep to release love's light to commission the sons of God to a season of
grace in preparation for true mercy to be unveiled in light's expression of love
As an ambassador for the Joshua Generation to the Council of 70, I seek for an acceleration of justice
to release grace.
Love's light, the essence of the precepts of God Himself, is the foundation of this case and the
evidence of the lack of love's light shining is the case that I make for grace
Love’s light as the consuming fire of judgement is hereby authorised to shine in perpetrating for the
release of grace, greater grace and grace upon grace.
I call for the fires of love's light to burn within the hearts and minds of the sons of God within those
called to be the Joshua Generation.
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I call for the fire of love's light to consume all that limits and restricts the identity of the sons of God
I call for the fire of love's light to create the desire for those still trapped in the wilderness of religion
and under the coverings of the Moses order to cross over beyond the veil.
Son, My grace that will be poured out and increased will bring about a love festival.
My love will be at the centre of all grace activities.
Son, ensure that My people do not miss My love by focusing on the grace manifestations and miss
the purpose which is to reveal My love for the cosmos.
Love relationship with all My children is the ultimate goal of all grace and mercy; they are but a
means to an end not an end in themselves.
Son, be very careful to make that distinction clear, so the same mistakes that have been made in all
previous seasons will not be made again.
The facilitators of grace during the next season will not be the superstar prophets or apostles but
lovers of Me.
It is those who know they are loved and are secure in their identity, not the gifted and charismatic
personalities, who will release grace.
Son, that is why it is so important that you are ready and free to be able to carry this love message in
preparation for the coming grace season.
Grace not centred on love will fail to cause the true light to shine and My sons will only rise to the
level of their own understanding
That will fail to be love's light and will not draw the world, just the easily deceived, gullible children
who have not matured in sonship.
Son, your focus will become centred on love's light and I will open up new doors of opportunity to
capture the hearts of My children once again to bring them to the maturity of sonship.
Son, develop the message of love's light and the rising of the sons of God in love's maturity and
identity and that message will be what causes a resonance within the hearts of those who know that
there must be more than this.
It is their desire to know love that will draw true disciples to follow Me into the maturity of sonship
where love's light will radiate as the mountain of the house of the Lord rises to the position of
maturity in love that the whole of creation is waiting and longing for.
Son, only true love can answer creation’s groan for freedom from its bondage to decay and
corruption.
Son, love's light must begin to shine to elevate My sons to their heavenly positions of authority
They can be lifted up because they have humbled themselves under My mighty hand of loving care
and protection so that I will exalt them to arise and shine love's light.
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Son, Love has won, love wins and love will always have won.
Love cannot fail, love cannot be overcome and love cannot be separated from, because love will
never give up as I am love.
Romans 8:35 What will it take to distance us from the love of Christ? You name any potential
calamity: intense pressure of the worst possible kind, cluster-phobia, persecution, destitution,
loneliness, extreme exposure, life-threatening danger, or war?
Romans 8:38 This is my conviction; no threat whether it be in death or life; be it angelic beings,
demon powers or political principalities, nothing known to us at this time, or even in the unknown
future; 39 no dimension of any calculation in time or space, nor any device yet to be invented, has
what it takes to separate us from the love of God demonstrated in Christ.
Jesus is our ultimate authority.
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